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YOUR BENEFITS
Absorbs up to 90% of 

pulsations

Enables pump bearings and 
gearbox last longer

Saves pumping energy up 
to 10%

 

Easy to install on any 
pulsating pump type

From experience, we know that a pulsating pump without dampener 
creates annoying noise in your pipelines, and causes vibrations, 
eventually leading to pipeline breakage. Flowrox ExpulseTM is a flexible 
inline pulsation dampener, which quiets noise while settling pressure 
peaks and uneven flows.

Simple and Intensive

Flowrox Expulse is the simplest and most robust inline pulsation dampener 
in the market. Its design makes it easy and fast to maintain by reducing 
both pump and dampener maintenance time, leading to shorter breaks
and increased production time. Flowrox Expulse is resistant
to wearing, corrosion and most chemicals, giving it a long product lifecycle.

Easy, Independent and Reliable

Flowrox Expulse is easy to install on any pulsating pump type from any 
manufacturer in the market. There are no breaking diaphragms or bladders.
It does not collect any sediment, particles or residue, as it is self-cleaning 
in operation.

Saves Energy and Protects Pump Bearings and Gearbox  

Flowrox Expulse absorbs up to 90% of pulsations and saves up to 10% of 
energy by storing it temporarily to the flexible inner hose and filler gas.   
             
It also reduces hammering of the pipeline and pump, increasing pump bearing 
and gearbox lifetime.

Flowrox Expulse Pricing

● Pay only options you really need    
● We help you to find the most cost-effective solution to support your process  
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Flowrox ExpulseTM

Goodbye to banging pipes and breaking diaphragms. 
Welcome Flowrox Expulse flexible pulsation dampener. 
Simplest in the market. Easiest to maintain. Ultimate 
guarantee.

*Detailed conditions in the order acknowledgement. Information without engagement. All rights to changes without prior notice reserved.


